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The ..neeting \las call·~d to order at 3 . 15 p. m. 

AGENDA ITEMS 38, 40, 49 and 51 (continued) 

The CHAIRMAN : ~~h~ Committee ,.,ill nm.,r proceed to take a decision on 

draft resolution A/C . l/32/L.37, which pertains t o agenda items 4o, "Urgent need 

for cessation of nuclear and thermonuclear tests and conclusion of a treaty 

designed to achieve a comprehensive test ban11
, and 49, 11Concl:usion of a treaty on 

tlle complete and general prohibition of nuclear-weapon t.ests". 

The draft resolution has no financial implications. It is sponsored by 

22 delegatipns, and was introduced by the representative of New Zealand on 

18 November . 

The sponsors ot thif: draft resolution have expressed the wish that it be 

adopted by consensus • 

.Mr . SCALABRE (Fl·ance) ( interpr etation from French) : I have just 

indicated to the Secr~tar:iat that we should like there to be a recorded vote on 

this draft resolution. 

The CHAIRMPu~ : l shall nm.,r call upon members who wish to speak in 

explanation of vote before the vote . 
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Mr . VAVIIAV (Union of Sovi et Socialist Republics) (interpre tation from 

Russian): The Soviet Union has made and cont.inues to make all efforts to 

secure a complete ban on nuclear-weapon- tests . In 1975 the Soviet Union drafted 

and s ubmitted for discussion at the United Nat.ions a draft treaty on a complete 

and general prohibition of nuclear -weapon tests . A year ago we declared our 

readiness for a compromise on the ques tion, .. ~f verification of the c ompliance 

with treaty obligations on the tasis of veluntary on- the-spot verificat.ion 

which would have opened up the -..ray to a solution of the control problem. 

Subsequently, we have taken a further i mportant and const ructlve act i on, agreeing, 

by an under standing with the United States ~.J1.d the United Kingdom, not to 

conduct during a certain period any un~ergrour:d nuclear-weapon tests even 

before. the adherence to a future t reaty on the part of the other nuclear-Heapon 

States . 

Of extreme importance for the conclusion of a treaty banning nuclear

weapon tests was the s tatement made on 2 November this year by the President 

of the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics , 

Mr . Brezhnev, c oncerni ng the readiness of the Soviet Union to reach agreement 

on a moratorium on nuclear explosions for peaceful purposes , alongside a ban 

for a certain period on all nuclear- weapon tests . We express our satisfaction 

that this i mportant step taken by the Soviet Union has been duly understood by 

many delegations here at the General Assembly . 

vle hope that these new elements in the matter of a ban on nuclear-weapon 

t est s will contribute to the creation of a favourable atmosphere for the 

negotiations among the interested powers in Geneva and -..rill lead to the 

culmination of work on a text of an appropriate int ernational agreement . I 

have i n mind the holding of consultations 11ith a vie-.., to t he drafting of not 

two drafts, as they YTere in the past, but a s ingle one on the question of 

nuclear - weapon tests . The Soviet delegation has taken the mos t active part i n 

these cons ultations, displtiying the utmost flexibility and readiness to 

devise compr omise formulas . He note with satisfacti on the spirit of construct.ive 

co - operat ion which has also been displayed by t he other interest ed delegations . 
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As a r~sult of these joint eff orts, draft resolt:.."':.i on A/C .l/32/L. 37 has 

been submitted and this thkes into account the views expressed by 

the various parties. 1\doption of this draft reso:...uticnJ in our opini on, 

would reflect the new and favourable atmosphere in this matter . 

In the light of the. foregoing , the Soviet delegation will vote in favour 

of the draft resolution. 

The CHAIRMAN: 'lhe Connnitt ee will no"' vote on draft resolution 

A/C . l/32/L.37 . The delegEtion. of France has asked f or a recorded vote . 

A recorded vote ~o1as t aken . 

In favour: Alg·:!ria, Angola , Argentina, Australia, Austria,. 

Against: 

Bangladesh, Barbados, Belgium, Bhutan, Bots"l-rana, 

Brazil, Bulgaria , Burundi, Byel orussien Soviet 

Sociali st Republic , Canada, Cape Verde , Chad, Chile, 

Col)mbia, Congo, Costa Rice, Cuba, Czechoslovakia , 

Dem)cratic Yemen, Denmark, Ecuador, Egypt, Ethiopia, 

Fijl, Finland, German Democratic Republic, Germany, 

Fed·~ral Republic of, Ghana, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, 

Indla, Indonesia, Iran, I r aq, Israel, Italy, Japan, 

Jordan, Kuwait, Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, Madagascar , 

Maldives, Mali, Mexico, Mongolia, Morocco, Mozambique, 

Nepal, Netherlands, Ne"' Zealand, Niger, Nigeria, Norway, Oman, 

F~~sten1 Par.ame, Peru, Philippines, Poland, Portugal, 

Rcrrcnia1 Rwanda , Senegal, Sierra Leone, Singapore, Spai n, 

Swa2iland1 Sweden, Syrian Arab Republic , Trinidad and Tobago, 
Tun:.sia, Turkey, Uganda, . Ukrainian Soviet Socialist 

Republic, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics , United 

Kin{;dom of Greet Bri tein and Northern Ireland, United 

Rep1...blic of Tanzania, United States of America, Upper 

Volta , Venezuela, Yugoslavia, Zaire, Zambia 

Chir .a 

Abstaining: Fr~rce 

Draft resolution A/C . l/32/L. 37 was adopted by 89 votes to 1, with 

1 abstention. 
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I • shall now call on t hose represer.tatives wi shing 

Mr. SCALABRE (France) (interpretation from French): The position of 

the French Government on the question of a total cessation of nuclear-weapon 

tests is 'I'Tell lmown . \-le do not think that this meas).lre is part of the 

effective disarmament which we have aluays advocated; for it would not lead to 

any reduction in the volume of existing nuclear weapons. It would not even 

interrupt the development of current arms programmes or arms programmes to come . 

I ndeed, after the many nuclear t ests that have been carried out during IttOre than 

30 years - and I note on this subject that the two greatest Powers have carried 

out 21 such tests s ince the beginning of this year alone - the improvement of 

nuclear weapons has taken place mainly in the area of de~ivery systems rather 

than in that of the nuclear explosive strictly speaki ::1g . This is why we 

abstained on the draft resoluti on just adopted by this Committee , us indeed we 

abstain in general on all matters not falling within the provi nce of effective 

disarmament . 

In conclusion, I would recall that the French Government has stated that 

i t is now in a position to continue its programme of underground nuclear 

tests , ond that the latest conclusions of the Ur.i tef. Nations 

Scientific Committee on the Effects of / ,tomic Radiation have been most 

reassuring concerning radioactivity in the region of the South Pacific where 

the French tests have been carried out . 

Mr . ~SHERINO (Bhutan): My delegation voted in f avour of draft 

resolution A/C . l/32/1 .37 just adopted by the Committee, but, ut the ·same time, I 

wish to reserve my delegation ' s position on the words "the Treaty on 

Non-Proliferation" contained in the second paragraph of i ts preamble . 

Mr. MULLOY (Ireland): I should like to be recorded as having voted 

tor the resolution . 
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Mr. ~HAREKF~N (Dldia): The affirmative vote of the Indian delegation 

r;r d~·of~ resolut7.on A/C.l/:•2/L.37, ·1-1hich was made ocssihle because 

of the postponement of the vote on Friday, is without prejudice to the 

well-known position of my c.elegation en the reference to the so-called 

"Non-Proliferation Treaty" in the second preambular paragraph. 

:Mr. ST.JlPHAND.iiJS (Cyprus): I merely Wish to state that, had my 

delegation been present during the vote, we would have cast an affirmative vote. 

Mr. IV..AS"')JI ( ThaL:.and ): I was absent during the vc"Sing procedure, 

but had I been present I wo .lld have voted for the draft resoluticn. 

Mr. PITARKA (Albania): As I was not present when the vote was 

taken, I was not able to cant my vote. t(y delegation would like to have its 

vote registered as bs ·:ns against this draft resolution. 

Mr. Y:BJO (Malaysia: 1
: t(y delegation v1:sr.es merely to indicate that 

we would have voted in favot~ of the draft resolution had we been present. 

We would ~" ppr.e~~t?te having this reflected in the record. 

l'IJT. I:!FFY"-'AN'IhOP<TT £2. (Greece): I should like to ask whether •.Jr not the 

amendments suggested by the representative of Nigeria had been incorporated 

in the text of draft resolution A/C.l/32/L.37 on which we have just voted. 

The CHAIRMAN: There were no formal amendments to this draft resolution. 

t(y understanding is that Nig,~ria made a suggestion with regard to the draft 

resolution, which he was to discuss with the sponsors. 

Mr. KITI (Kenya): t(y delegation would have cast an affirmative vote 

had it been present, and I w:.sh this to be reflected in the records of this 

meeting. 

Mr. RASULI (Afgharistan): Had my delegation been present during the 

voting on draft resolution l'/C.l/32/L.37 it would have voted in favour. 
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Mr. ADENIJI (Nigeria): Mr. Chairman, I think that the question '"l'lt 

by the representative of Greece was quite per~inent, and I take it that 

your reply was due to the fact that you were not present in the Committee 

I also had assumed that since there was no indication from the sponsors 

~:he sugges"~ed o.r:endr.:.ents had not been incorpcra ted in the draft 

resolution. But anendments had been suggested. But if the sponsors 

feel otherwise, I should o: course like to know. Was the draft resolution 

on which we have v~ted upon the original draft resolution witheut any 

::unendmentr; l·lha tsoever? 

The CHAIRMAN: I am afraid that we find ourselves in a somewhat 

difficult sit~ation. The draft reso:ution has been voted upon. If there was 

any point to be raised about the draft resolution, it should have been raised 

before it was put to the vote. As the me.tter LOW ::::tands, the c:•uestion was ~1ot 

raised, the draft resolution has been put to the vote and the vote has been 

ccr,;pleted. 
the point. 

So I would appeal to the representative of Nigeria not to press 

Mr. ADENIJI (Nigeria): I do not intend to press any point. It is 

just a matter of clarification. If your reply to the representative of Greece 

had been othenvise, I would not have asked to speak. The point was that 

sume suggested that the amendments -w·ere r:ade. A-:, the time I prcposed the 

an:endraents, I indicated that ::. t v7as r:ot my intention to create any difficulties 

:o~ the sponsors. Yes, it is a fact that we have been in touch with some of 

the sponsors, c.nd t~.d ttey explained their difficulties we would have gladly 

d~opped our amer.:.dmentn. But since no indication at all was received, it could 

be assumed by some representatives that what we had voted upon was the draft 

resolution incorporating the amendments which we had preposed. 

I hoped that you would have made it clear that Nigeria had not pressed 

its amendments and that the draft resolution voted upon was the original 

draft reeolution of the sponsors without any amendment. 
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The CHAIRMAN: I thank the representative of Nigeria for not 

pressing his point. 

Mr. KAMAL (Iahl'tdn) (interpretation from Arabic): I should like 

to register here the affirrrative vote of my country in support of draft 

resolution A/C.l/32/L.37. 

Mr. Bt"l'IER ( Baharras): My O.elegation wishes to state that had it 

been present it would have voted in favour of draft resolution A/C.l/32/L.37. 
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Mr. WOLZFELD (Luxembourg) (interpretation from French): Had my 

delegation been present, it would have voted in favour of draft resolution 

A/C .l/32/L.37. 

Mr. ISMAIL (United Arab Emirates) (interpretation from Arabic): My 

delegation was absent when the vote was taken on draft resolution A/C.l/32/L.37. 

Therefore, I should Hke the fact that we would have voted in the affirmative 

to be taken into consideration, and placed on record. 

Mr. REMEDI (Uruguay) (interpretation from Spanish): I merely wish 

to say that had my delegation been present, it would have voted in favour of the 

draft resolution. May I apologize for having been late. 

The CHAIRMAN: The statements made by representatives who were not 

present during the voting will be noted in the record. 

As there are no other speakers, the Committee has concluded its 

consideration of agenda items 4o and 49. 
The Committee will now proceed to take a decision on draft resolution 

A/C.l/32/L.3/Rev.2, pertaining to agenda item 51, entitled "General and 

Complete Disarmament". The draft resolution has no financial implications. 

Before calling on those delegations that wish to explain their votes before 

the vote, I draw the attention of members to the amendments to the revised 

draft resolution, proposed by Pakistan in document A/C.l/32/L.38. 

Mr. PASTINEN (Finland): Mr. Chairman, before you put to the vote draft 

resolution A/C.l/32/L.3/Rev.2, sponsored by the delegations of Australia, 

Bahamas, Canada, Costa Rica, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Japan, Nepal, Norway, Poland, 

Senegal, Tunisia, Zaire and my own delegation, or the proposed amendments thereto 

submitted by Pakistan in document A/C .l/32/L.38, on behalf of the sponsors of the 

draft resolution I should like to make a statement containing proposed revisions 

to our present text which we hope will make it unnecessary for this Committee 

to vote on the amendments. 

In saying that, may I refer to a number of previous statements in this 

Committee made both by the representative of Pakistan and my own delegation in 

which both sides have explained a rather lengthy process of negotiation and 
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consultation which has takEn place between the sponsors of this draft resolution 

and the delegation of Paki.Etan, not only lately but through the weeks that have 

preceded this moment. 

In a statement which 1 had the pleasure of making to this Committee on Friday, 

I explained that because of the different views and suggestions from the delegation 

of Pakistan, and also from a number of other delegations, the draft resolution 

originally presented under this item has undergone considerable redrafting and 

revision. At that time, I invited members of the Committee to compare the present 

text with the earlier texts, and also to take into account at that point some of the 

formulations which had been proposed earlier by the delegation of Pakistan. After 

further consultation with the sponsors of draft resolution A/C.l/32/1.3/Rev.2, and 

in a.n effort to find the mali:imum accommodation with the views of the Pakistan 

delegation as reflected in the proposed amendments (A/C.l/32/1.38), I have been 

authorized to state that th= co-sponsors of draft resolution A/C.l/32/1.3/Rev.2 are 

prepared to accept revision:~ which, we suggest, cover all the four amendments 

presented in document A/C.l/32/1.38. 

The following revision> have been made, and I call the attention of 

representatives to page 2 o:~ draft resolution A/C .l/32/1.3/Rev .2. We suggest 

that a new paragraph be add·~d to the preamble after the second :paragraph on page 2 

which reads: 

"Noting that more than 100 States are now pa.rties to the Tr~aty on 

the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons, 11
• 

The new preambular paragraph to be inserted here would read as follows - and I 

suggest that representativeH compare this language with the language of the second 

of the draft amendments proposed by Pakistan (A/C.l/32/1.38): 

!!Underlining the ~.mportance of the nuclear-weapon States parties to the 

NPT responding positively, by participating in the fullest possible exchange 

of equipment, materialf. and scientific and technological information for the 

peaceful uses of nuclea energy as provided in Art i.cle IV of the Treaty, 

to the proposals and pr·eoccupa.tion of the non-nuclear-weapon States in order 

to facilitate the adhe1ence of all non-nuclear-weapon States to the Treaty; 11 
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I understand that the Secretariat presently will have this text in 

writing, so perhaps I can go further with the other revisions. 

Secondly, and this is in response to the first Pakistani amendment, in 

operative paragraph 4 first of all add the word "all" before "States", so that 

it reads "Reaffirms that all States •.• ". 

And in the fourth line, replace the word "restraints", by the word 

"safeguards". Alghough the sponsors originally used the word "restraints" 

a.s restraints against nuclear proliferation, we understand that during the 

process that word has developed a negative connotation, and therefore we 

suggest that it should be replaced by the word "safeguards" which is an 

unambiguous term. 

This,then, with reference to the first Pakistani amendment 

In deference to the third Pakistani amendment, we suggest an addition at 

the end of operative paragraph 7 with a slightly changed wording of the 

proposed amendment by Pakistan, which would read as follows: "without 

jeopa.rdizing their respective fuel cycle policies or international co-operation 

agreements and contracts for the peaceful uses of nuclear energy, provided 

that agreed safegua.rd measures are applied.". 

And the fourth provision in deference to the fourth amendment by the 

delegation of Pakistan, in subparagraph ( ii) of operative paragraph 8, replace 

the word "restraints" in the penultimate line by the word "safeguards". 

Taking these re7isio:ls into consideration, and also the earlier rather 

extensive redrafting that has ta.ken place in response to various earlier 

preoccupations presented by the delegation of Pakistan, I suggest that it 

would be the hope of the sponsors that the delegation of Pakistan would see 

its way clear to desist from its amendments, and that, as the representative 

himself was good enough to say on Friday, this would pave the way to accepting 

this draft resolution, if not with consensus, although that was the hope he 

expressed, at least with the very wide support which we believe has been 

behind the ma.in thrust of our draft resolution all along. 
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When I spoke here the other day and on 

previous occasions I made the point which tte reprc:sertn·':.;i.ve of Fir.lo.rd has 

recalled, that our object:Lve throughout these discussions has been to find 

language vt:.~h will reflec:t a sufficient consensus of intentions and po:...i ;ies 

so that there would be, i3~ not adoption of this resolution without dibsent, 

if not consensus.,. then at :.east the widest possible measure of agreement. 

This is always our goal in the United Nations. But on matters of the 

nature with which we are clealing, it is all the more important that we should 

not only be agreed on worc~s, but also that our intentions and purposes and 

policies should coincide • 

.:~lso, I have heard wjth very great attention the proposals just made by 

the sponsor of this draft resolution contained in document A/C.l/32/L.3. 

I do want at once to express to him and to the other sponsors and 

interested countries our very great appreciation for the €ffort that they have 

made to meet the point of view expressed by Pakistan - a point of view which 

I venture to think is sufficiently widely shared in this Committee to ha•te 

some validity. 

Nevertheless, I am bo~d to say that the draft resolution as it will 

stand, even after the late;3t. revisions read out to us by ~he ::epresen".iati ve of 

Finland, is not, from Pakistan's point of view, altogether acceptable. We 

attach great importance to the ideas set forth in operative paragraph 6. 

I note that part of the am·:mdment proposed by us in this paragraph is sought 

to ·be taken care of in the new preambular paragraph. He welcome this as a 

useful and necessary addi t:Lon to the draft resolution. Nevertheless,. my 

country does not feel that it can urge others to do what it has not itself dor.e 

that is to say, to adhere ·~o the Treaty on Non-Proliferation of Nuclear 

\{eapons. 

In the second place, ue find that the reference to acceptance of "other 

arrangements involving the application of safeguards to their ccmplete nuclear 
tt 

fuel cycle suffers from two defects. In the first place, the idea of other 

arrar'.p;Antents is somewhat lc•ose in construction, capable of being interpreted 

one way or another, and we feel that in a draft of this nature dealing with a 

very specific matter, the language ought to be clear and unambiguous. Other 

arrangements involving the application of safeguards could include these 

f::iafeguards, but also could include a variety of other measures. 
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Secondly, with regard to "the application of sefegue.rds to their complete 

nuclear fuel cycle", this is a metter of great importance; nevertheless, it 

is e. matter of detail. It is subsumed in the acceptance of safeguards. 

Situations end conditions differ from country to country and from place to 

place. ~fuile we think that the application of safeguards should be 

non-discriminatory - and not merely that safeguards themselves should be 

non-discriminatory but that the application should be non-discriminatory -

we think that the singling out of one particular measure, especially at a 

time when the subject is under review not only in IAEA but also in other 

forums, one of which is the Conference on Nuclear Fuel Cycle Evaluation which 

held its first meeting in Washington last month, and this stress on the 

full scope of complete fuel-cycle safeguards seem to pre-empt positions that 

might evolve as we proceed with our studies. For this reason, paragraph 6 
is not acceptable to us. Therefore, we a.re not able to go along with the 

draft resolution as a whole. 

However, recognizing the efforts of goodwill that have gone into evolving 

this text as it now stands, with the amendments and revisions proposed by the 

representative of Finland, and recognizing that this is a matter on which 

real differences exist, my delegation will not press its amendments to the 

vote and is prepared to withdraw them. I hope that this will lead to the 

adoption of this dra.ft with a wide measure of agreement. 

Mr. PASTINEN (Finland): I believe that, speaking on beha.lf of the 

sponsors, I should be remiss in courtesy and a.ppreciation if I were not at 

this point to express our thenks to the delegation of Pakistan for the 

co-operative attitude it has taken on this matter. 

The CHAIRMAN: I shall now call on respresentatives wishing to explain 

their vote before the vote. 

Mr. ORTIZ de ROZAS (Argentina) (interpretation from Spanish): The 

Argentine delegation regrets that the draft resolution in document 

A/C.l/32/L.3/Rev.2 is to be put to the vote. We believe that the contents of this 

document cover a wide variety of matters which, because of their importance, should 
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have been the subject of a consensus in this Committee, since there can be 

no doubt that the implementation of the measures recommended in its 

paragraphs must necessaril.Y require the consent of all States coneerned. 

Obviously, that type ·)f support will not be given to the draft resolution 

before us. It is therefor·~ surpris inr: that, ~.vhereas on the 

one hand emphasis is placed on the nee.d: :to adept by consensus 

everything dealing '·?ith substantive questions - as the Committee itself decided, 

for example, regarding the holding of the next special session of the General 

Assembly - on the other hand, despite the undoubted importance of the subject 

before us, in this case we do not take'that sort of concern into account. This 

is a precedent that will h~:.ve to be borne in mind in the future. 

My delegation has sertous doubts regarding some of the preambular and 

or::e rati ve paragraphs of the draft resolution. Among other things, we might 

point out that through a resolution of this Assembly we are trying to alter 

radi,.ally principles and ncrms on which international co-operation in nuclear 

technology for peaceful purposes is based. If ''1e accepted the views expressed 

in this draft, we should be adding discriminatory conditions to bilateral and 

multilateral co-operation in this field and, wha.t is even more serious, trying 

de facto to alter the very delicate balance of responsibilities contained in 

the Statute of the Internet iona l Atomic Energy Agency. That instrument is 

su:fficiently clear in establishing the guidelines to l·lhich aid to the 

developing countries is to be adjusted for us to object to this qLJ.ite ina opropriate 

8lteratior. of thBt halance. 

In operative paragraph 3 of this draft resolution \ole underline "the 

importance of determined efforts especially by the nuclear-weapon States to 

ensure the security of non-:mclear-weapon States"· The Argentine delegation 

wonders what those 11 determi:1ed efforts 11 are, and we also wonder how, ex-cel)t 

by nuclear disarmament, '·?e <:auld p;u8lAentee the securit;r of the developinr: 

countries. The draft reso:.ution. does not reply to any of these questions. 

Then too, consistent wLth this line of reasoning, operative paragraph 6 
urges developing States that are not parties to the non-proliferation Treaty 

to give the international community 11 satisfactory assurances" against the 
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d?ngers of proliferation, but in none of the paragraphs does it require the 

nuclear-weapon States to give similar a.ssurances against the far greater 

dangers of uncontrolled vertical proliferation which we are now 

witnessing. 

He also wonder why the eleventh preambular paragraph refers partie lly to 

the results of the Conference on International Nuclear Fuel Cycle 

Evaluation recently held in \,Jashington. I refer to this as a partial 

reference because it overlooks one of the most important a.spects of the 

communique issued at the end of that meeting, which said: 

"The partie i pants are aware of the vita 1 importance of stemming 

proliferation and, furthermore, of adopting effective and urgent 

measures to curb and turn back the nuclear-weapon race among the 

nuclear-weapon States. 11 

That is to say, whereas that Conference asked for effective and urgent 

measures, operative paragraph l of the draft resolution only speaks of 

"determined efforts", and the preambular paragraph I have mentioned does not 

even refer to this vital aspect of the question. 
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In .~hort, draft re~ Qluti.on A/C.!/32/L .3 /P.ev . '2 tc t he cleor expression Qf 

a doctri ne that is inteuded to consolidate the existing oligopoly in nuclear 

teciu~QlQSY f Qr peaceful purposes by pleci.ns :::bstarlf's i.n the \Ja;}· of 

scientific development c•f energy by the developing countries . 

The new limitatione on the transfer of such technology which are 

advocated in the documer~ before us would therefo re delay and , in some 

cases, totally paralyse :;)r~sent smc1 future eff'o:r·ts o:f' many Qf the 

cour:Lri.es represented i.11 t h i.s Organ~.zat i.on. 

!ole d.o nQt belteve i;hat t ha.t ts the ~~ay effectivel y 

t o elimi nate t l:a risks of either vert:!.(;1::.1 or hor izontal 

prol tf'crat ton . On the c·ther hand, we feel t he t unre!:lerved acceptance 

of the criteria l~'ld. dQFn in the draft resolution might seriously 

jeopardize the poss ibiljties of &.rriving at equitable and agr eed 

solutions . 

As I said at the beginning of 0\Y statement, in view of the obvious 

l ack of a consensus, we would have preferred this draft not to be put .·. 1 

t he vote until the thirty- t hird session of the General Assembly in order to 

await the decisions :that the special session of the General Assembly on 

d "_burm">!!lec1t mi.ght ad ?pt on t hat mat ter . Si.r.ce t h1.s i.s not bei.ng dr:.1~ and for the 

r easonA t hat I hevt=! already stated reger.J.i.ng doc1lll!ent A/C.l/3'?../L .3 /Rev .2 , t he 

.Argcnt"lne delP.gat·~on wi:.l not parti.ci.pate 'l n the vote . 
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Mr. MEERBURG (Netherlands): Strengthing the r6gime against the 

proliferation of nuclear weapons is, in our view, the most pressing 

challenge confronting the international community. vle have often stated 

that in the long run the nuclear arms race between the two major nuclear

\Jeapon States endangers seriously an effective global non-proliferation 

policy. One cannot envisage a world in which a limited number of nuclear

wea:r;on States exists for ever while the rest of the world vmuld agree 

to continue to forego the nuclear option. 

The question of vertical proliferation idll l~ address(~d in lh~.s 

Corr:rrJ_tt,ee in sm-2n::J_ res"l'ltions 7 fl•;.ch ns the resolution on the test-ban 

Treaty and the resolution w.hich ivill ccrre up Jeter on the Strategic Arms 

Limitation Talks and others. 

In resolution A/C.l/32/L.3/Rev.2 before us, we look mainly to the 

problem of the horizontal proliferation of nuclear explosive capabilities. 

My delegation has several doubts about the wisdom of introdu~ing a 

draft resolution on that subject of this session of the Geeerel Assembly. 

In the last one or two years ne\f ideas have been developed to stop the 

danger of the further horizontal proliferation of nuclear explosive 

capabilities. Discussions have started in several forums to develop a 

neir consensus. on what measures the international community must tal<e 

in this field. In particular, I may mentio~ the international nuclear 

fuel cycle evaluation which has just started. 

M,y Government is convinced that a new consensus is absolutely 

necessary for an effective world-wide non-proliferation policy. It is 

clear,. however, that this consensus does not exist at this particular 

moment. Although we are not sure that such a consensus can be achieved 

in the coming years, we must do our utmost to achieve that goal in a 

world-wide dialogue. vle have to start that dialogue with an open mind 

and not with fixed positions, ther.ewith p,rejud.ging the outcome. 

However, draft resolution A/C.l/32/L.3/Rev.2 before us asks 

countries for an opinion on matters which are at present under intensive 

discussion. The draft resolution has tpe effect of fixing positions on 

questions which need more time to ripen. Tberefore, it is our 
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considered. view that thi:J was not the right n:::cr;er.t to introduce such a 

resolution. And the sam·~ holds for the draft resolution on nuclear 

co-operation introduced hy Nigeria under item 14 in the plenary meeting. 

That does not mean ·;hat my country cad, in general, many problems with 

the text of resolution A./C.l/32/L.3/Rev.2 before it was changed a few 

moments ago. On the ecn·~rary, the ideas of the sponsors of 

the resolution on futur•~ non-proliferation policies are in essence 

very similar to ours. \v•~ will, therefore, vote in favour of the draft 

resolution. 

But what is the. essence of our problems here'l I w·ould like to dwell 

a 11 ttl.e on this. In au:~ Jpinion, the situation can l1e described as 

follows. Until recently the interr.ational community was convinced that, 

ui th adequate International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) safeguards, an 

effective barrier could he constructed against the misuse o;f nuclear 

materials for the manufacture of nuclear explosive devices. Indeed, 

until now IAEA safeguardfl have proven to be effective in that respect. 

But even the best possib:.e IAEA safeguards can never prevent weapons-

usable materials from be•!oming available to a great number of countries. At 

present, as we all know, most nuclear facilities in the vrorld do not use 

nuclear materials which ~~an be immediately misused for nuclear explosive 

devices. Most reactor types at present use only natural uranium or 

slightly enriched uranimt. Moreover, commercial reprocessing is still in 

its infancy and is restr:.cted to a few countries. But ~rith large·scale 

development of the nucle1~r industry in all its stages around the 1wrld, that 

situation. is bound to ch~~ge, and with it the security situation in all 

countries. 

lle are on the br;i.nk of a new era in the field of nuclear energy 

for peaceful purposes. ::n particular, the world is moving towards the 

large-scale use of plutonium. The Netherlands Government, together with 

others, is of the strong opinion that, before YTe embark on such a road, 

we must seriously reflect on vThat we are doing. We have to study quite 

seriousl.¥ whether the energy. situation in the world makes continuation of 

the development of fast-·r,reeder reactors reo.lly unavoido.ble. There are 

legitimate doubts in tl:e;i; respect. Vle have to look to possible fuel-cycle 
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alternatives. '\'le have to see '1-lhether reprocessing is necessory 

at the moment, Qnrl so nn. It is that very complicated -but extremely important 

study which has just started in the form of the international nuclear fuel 

cycle evaluation. vle do not knmv what the answers will be but, in any case, 

we would like to wait for the outcome before fixing our policies in the 

nuclear field. 

That study would lose its meaning and relevance if, pending the 

study, States were to truce far-reaching and irreversible decisions in 

the fields just mentioned. ~1e hope that all countries, industrialized 

and developing alike, are prepared to learn from the international 

nuclear-fuel cycle evaluation. 

Just because that study still has to be carried out, we are not completely 

sure, as stated in preambular paragraph 12 of the draft resolution before 

us, that the two objectives, that is, the accelerated spread and the 

development of nuclear technology and the danger of proliferation of 

nuclear weapons or other nuclear explosive devices,are not contradictary. 

Perhaps they are only not contradictory with a nuclear fuel cycle which 

is inherently as safe as possible. In such a fuel cycle the amounts of 

nuclear materials which can directly be used for nuclear explosive 

devices would be minimized. And, to the extent that such materials are present 

in the fuel cycle, they would be the object of special international 

arrangements, such as regional and mutlilateral fuel cycle centres, or 

they could be placed under an international plutonium storage regime. 

The international fuel cycle evaluation gives us an opportunity to 

have an in-depth discussion on the technical, economic and political 

possibilities of such a proliferation-resist~nt nuclear energy structure. 

I uould beg all interested countries here to have an open mind also 

tor1ards the evaluation. 

He had some problems '1-Ti th the Pakistani .amendments. I am glad that 

in a certain ivay that problem could be solved. But I must say that the 

new· draft just introduced by the representative of Finland - and I understand 

his position on this question very well - is to our mind rather a weakening 

of the draft resolution A/C.l/32/L.3/Rev.2 which '1-Te support cor:1pletely. 

Furthermore, I hope that the new preambular paragraph cannot be miscom~trued to 

mean that countries are not asked to join the Non-Proliferation Treaty. 
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The CHAIRMAN : I call on the representative of Turkey on a point of 

order . 

Mr. ULUCEVIK (Turkey) : It is the underst anding of the Turkish 

delegation that the revisions which were just int roduced by the representati ve 

of Finland were goi ng t o be made available in >Tri tten form to the Corr.mi tt~~ 

before we t ook a vote on t his particular draft resolution . May I request 

clarification on this point? 

Thr. CHAIRMAN : The draft is now being distributed . 

I will allow approximately 15 minutes f or members pf th~ Commi ttee to 

read and study t he draft ani then we shall proceed . · 
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The meetinr-: was suspended at 4.25 p.m. and resumed at 4.40 p.m. 

Mr. GARCIA ROBLES (Mexico) (interpretation from Spanish): I have merely 

asked to speak in order to clarify one point which I feel should be made clear 

before the vote. 

The original of this draft resolution is in English. However, we have already 

received copies in all the working languages. They are not the blue copies but 

the black ink copies, which might lead one to believe that they are the definitive 

version. 

MY delegation has not as yet had the time to make a very careful comparison 

of the Spanish and the English texts. In order to do so, we were awaiting what 

might b~ considered the final text following a decision on the amendments. However, 

from a very cursory comparison of the two texts, we find that operative paragraph 3 

in Spanish says exactly the opposite of what the original English paragraph 3 says. 

The English text says: 

"Underlines the importance of determined efforts especially by the 

nuclear-weapon States to ensure the security of non-nuclear-weapon States; 11
• 

In the Spanish, it would appear that it is not the future that is considered, 

but the past, and that therefore the resolution would stress the importance of 

"determined efforts" that are being made primarily by the nuclear-weapon States. 

For that paragraph to read correctly in Spanish and truly reflect the English, 

it would have to say "subraya la importancia de que principalmente los Estados 

poseedores de armas nucleares realicen decidi.dos esfuerzos para garantizar ••• 11
• 

The correction is in the Spanish text only, i.t does not apply to the English text. 

Therefore, the vote that my delegation is to cast will be based upon the English 

text and not the Spanish text which is, as I said, incorrect. 

I believe that it is the duty of the Secretariat to make a very careful analysis 

of the other texts, comparing them with the original English and to bring the other 

languages into line with the original English. As far as the Spanish text is 

concerned they might begin with the error I j~~t mentioned. 

The CHAIRMAN: I thank the representative of Mexico for drawing our 

attention to the error. 
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Mr. CORREA DA COfTA (Brazil): I simply wish to say that the 

amendments incorporated by the sponsors of the draft under consideration 

do not satisfy my delegaticn~ For reasons very sim::.lar to those expressed 

a few minutes ago by the re:presentative of Argentina, the Brazilian delegation 

will not participate in tht: vote. 

l'IJI'. GHAREKH.AN (India): I sho.ill.d like to make some brief comments 

on the draft resolution in document A/C.l/32/L.3/Rev.2. 

MY delegation has followed with close attention the successive versions of 

this draft resolution and v•e find as a result of this study that the draft 

continues to have certair! l1aragraphs in it with which my delegation 

cannot be in agreement. 

To give a few example!!: operative paragraph 3 speaks of underlining 

"the iraT}ortance of dei;ermined efforts especially by the nuclear-weapon 

States to ensure the secur:.ty of non-nuclear-weapon States,". 

This paragraph is, to say the least, rather loosely worded. Nif delesation 

fails to understand the significance of the word 11 especiallyn. We do not 

understand how or what the non-nuclear-weapon States can do to ensure their 

own security. The term "•=specially11
, I think, is superfluous. 

Furthermore, the 11 det·~rmined efforts11 referred to in operative paragraph 3 

are not very clear to my d·~legation. We feel that the only way to ensure 

the security of non-nuclea··-weapon States is by total nuclear disarmament, 

and this is a step which only the nuclear-weapon States can take. 

Furthermore, in opera·;tve parae;raph 4 an attempt is made to reaffirm 

the right of all States "t,, acquire and develop nuclear energy for peaceful 

purposes ••• ". However, t:1ere is a direct link between this 11right" and the 

Non-Proliferation Treaty. l{y delegation cannot accept such a discriminatory 

approach to the right of S'~ates to acquire and develop nuclear energy for 

peaceful purposes. 
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Vlith regard to operative parasraph 8 which seeks to er:unciate certain 

principles, my delegation feels that the first principle should be that nuclear 

energy will not be used to make or to manufacture nuclear bombs o We feel 

that this should have been the first principle rather than the principle of 

not converting civil nuclear fa.cil ities to the production of nuclear weapons o 

Tl:P.re are a r.umber of other provj.sions in -';:;~_s c'o•; .. t. :· ,,-1 r ':::.' n .:; ·:~, 1.1 

my delegation is unable to accept. 

For all these reasons the Indian delegation will not participate i.n the 

vote. 
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l'vtr. BADAWI ( Egrpt): In a brief explanation of vote before the voting, 

I should like to say tha·~ my delegation will most relunctantly vote for 

the draft resolution beca.use it has very g:rave reservations with regard 

to operative paragraph 6, in particular the second part of that paragraph 

that refers to "other ar:::-angements". T.Ie believe that, as the representative 

of Pakjstan has already f:aid, it is ambiguot,.s an:i uncleaT, vrhich sllould 

not be the case in a matter of that degree of importance. 

The CHAIRMAN: The Committee will now proceed to vote on draft 

resolution A/ C.l/52/L.3/ Rev. 2, a11 'ci.illecde 1 t.'.e sL1p:wors. ·c :::-equest the 

of th:; ;orrJ"Ilitt.Ja t8 c0nd.uct the voting procedure. 

Mr. BANERJEE :secretary of .the Committee): Before the Committee 

proceeds to the vote, I should like to draw attention to a small typographic 

error in document A/C.l/52/L.3/Rev.2, dated 17 November 1977. 
Operative paragraph 4 re :~.ds as i oJlows: 

"Reaffirms that States have the right, as provided for, i.e. in ••• n. 

It should be •orrected t::> read as follows: 

"Reaffirms that States have the right, as provided for, inter alia, in 
article IY •.• u. 

This correction should be noted by the representatives before the vote 

takes place. 

The delegation of Finland has asked for a recorded vote. 
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A recorded vote was taken. 

In favour: Afghanistan, hustr3lia, Austria, Bahamas, Bahrain, 

Bangladesh, Barbados, Belgium, Benin, Bulp:s':'icJ Burundi, 

Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic, Canada, Cape Verde~ 

Chad, Congo, Costa Rica, Cyprus, Czechoslovakia, Democratic 

Yemen, Denmark, Egypt, E~h~opia, Fiji, Finland, German 

Democratic Republic, Germany, Federal Republic of, Ghana, 

Greece, Honduras, Hungary, Iceland, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, 

Ireland, Italy, Ivory Coast, Jamaica, Japan, Jf'rdan, Kenya, 

Lao People 1 s Democratic Republic, Liberia, Libyan Arab 

Jamahirya, Malaysia, Maldives, Mali, Mauritius, Vexico, 

Mongolia, Morocco, Nepal, Netherlands, New Zealand, Niger, 

Nigeria, Norway, Oman, Philippines, Poland, Qp.tar, Romania, 

Rwanda, Senegal, Sierra Leone, Singapore, Sri Lanka, Sudan, 

Surinam, Swaziland, &'weden, Syrian Arab Republic, Thailand, 

Togo, Trinidad and Tobago, Tunisia, Turkey, Ukrainian 

Soviet Socialist Republic, Union of Soviet S cctsli" t 

Republics, United Arab Emirates, United Kingdom of Great 

Britain and Northern Ireland, United Republic of Cameroon, 

United States of America, Upper Volta, Uruguay, Venezuela, 

Yugoslavia, Zaire 

Against: China 

Abstaining: /.lgeriP, Bhutan, Burma, Colcmbia, Ecuador, Frac-ce, Ku,?eit, 

Mauritania, Pakistan, Panama, ParagLwy, Peru, Portugal, 

Spain, Uganda, Zambia 

':::he draft re olx ~;en, RR amenned_, -~a~--~9-opted by 89 votes to 1, 1<1tth 

16 abstentions. 



The CHAIRMAN: I nhall now call on those representatives wishing 

to explain their Yotes. 

Mr. YANG (China) (interpretation from Chinese): The Chinese Government 

has always held the view th1~ the so-called Non-Proliferation Treaty is a 

scheme and a ~raud jointly concocted by the two super-Fbwers, the Soviet Union 

and the United States, for ·;he purpose of maintaining their position of nuclear 

monopoly, nuclear blackmail and nuclear hegemony. We have always been firmly 

opposed to the using of thin Treaty by the super-Powers to deprive and to limit 

the numerous countries with no or few nuclear weapons their right to develop 

and to use nuclear energy. 

Based on the above principled position, the Chinese delegation voted 

against draft resolution A/C.l/32/L.3/Rev.2. 

Mr. NORBERG ( SWedE~n): The SWedish ielega·!; i.Jn has voted in favour of 

draft resolution A/C.l/32/L.3/Rev.2. The strong conviction of~ Government 

of the urgent need for effective measures to prevent proliferation of nuclear 

weapons to additional State1: is well known and has found expression in SWedish 

statements and initiatives :.n several international forums. The positive vote 

of my delegation with regard to the draft resolution as a whole should be seen 

against this general background. 

Nevertheless, the text has, in our view, certain shortcomings. Nuclear 

energy as a source of ener~r creates special problems and implies special risks. 

It seems to us that the drru~t resolution does not sufficiently take account of 

the various aspects involved of which non-proliferation is one. 

In this connexion I wiHh to emphasize the importance that n:w Government 

attaches to increase the availability of energy, not least for the needs of the 

developing countries. Here the industrialized countries in particular have a 

responsibility to develop au a matter of the highest priority alternative sources 

of energy. 

Finally, I should like to draw attention to ope1•ative paragraph 8 of the 

draft resolution, where the General Assembly is asked solemnly to affirm 

certain principles for co-o1~ration in the peaceful uses of nuclear technology. 

For any principles adopted l>y the General Assembly to acquire international 
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recognition and to have a lasting impact it is essential that they be drafted 

with the utmost care and precision and not lend themselves to opposing 

interpretations. In our view, operative paragraph 8 does not meet the very 

high standards which are required in matters of such serious concern to the 

international community as the vital issue of nuclear-weapons proliferation 

and the uses of nuclear energy for exclusively peaceful purposes. 

Mr. JAZIC (Yugoslavia): In explaining the vote of the Yugoslav 
' ,; ~ '' 

delegation I should like first to recall our position put forward at the 

First Review Conference of the Parties to the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation 

of Nuclear Weapons, which we still maintain, and to express our reservations 

with regard to operative paragraph 6 of the draft resolution for the following 

reasons. 

First, we consider tLe language of this pnro~r~ph addressed to the States 

that have not adhered to the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear 

Weapons as not being conducive to finding a satisfactory solution to the 

problem of their possible adherence to that Treaty. Secondly, the notion of 

apply~.ng sA.fRguard3 tl• thP. nuc:leAr fuP.l eycle is a reJ atively DF!vT concept 

f"lr us that has to be properly defined a.nd negotiated, and, in our opinion, 

it would therefore be premature to decide on it at this stage. 

Mr. SIKAULU (Zambia): l'ey' delegation abstained in the vote on the 

draft resolution because of the numerous references to the Non-Proliferation 

Treaty in it. We do not accept these references in light 

of Zambia's position with regard to the Non-Proliferation Treaty. 
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Mrs. SZOKOLOCZI ('Tenezuela) (interpretation from Spanish) : The 

question of the peaceful us·~s of nuclear energy i s a matter of obvious 

importance to all countries, as proved by the intense negotiations and the 

many changes that were made ip the. draft resolution that ltas originally 

submitted as docunent A/C.l/ 32/L.) . In the course of the consultations that 

preceded the vote on it, thn need ,.,a:; br_<:mght out fo r more Rppr.opriate 

,.rordtng and a more precise npelling out of the peregrephs so ·(:hflt there 

would be no room for misund·~rstandings or misinterpretations that might be 

detrimental to the interest.J of a group of countries. 

As we understand it, t ;1e amendments that the sponsors included in the 

d.cument, after the very ,.,ell-founded concern expressed by a number of 

delegations, seem to have been adequate to alleviate the fears and avoid 

any of the misunderstanding> which might have crept into the interpret~tion 

of some of the paragraphs a·1d might have hPd prof ound r epercussions. 

On the underst endir:g t hat the necessary provisions of tre text ere not 

to be interpreted as damagi·1g or prejudicial to the i nter ests of non"'11ucle~r

weapon States, and because . .,e agree with its general tenor, 

the delegat ion of Venezuela was able to vote in favour of the draft resolution. 

Mr . OORJI {Bhutan): My, delegation has abstained f rom voting on 

draft resolution A/C .l/32/L.3/Rev.2 as amended and adopted by the Committee, 

as it had abstained on some of the resolutions r ecalled i n its preambular 

paragraphs . .A.lso, my deleg;~tion llishes to reserve i t s pos i t ion on the 

Non-Prolife rat1.on Treat.y (N:?T) and other issues connected ,.,ith it . Hovever, t hat 

does no:t affect my delegati•m' s position against t he prol iferation of nuclear 

veapons . 

Mr. ALBORNOZ (Ecuador) (interpretation from Spanish) : My 

delegation abstained in t he vote on this draf t resol ut ion, not because ue 

have in any lTay less intere.>t in a reduction ·in the prolif eration of 

nuclear weapons, but becaus•~ of t he very seriou'> doubts that ' ·7ere r ei<>ed 

here by outs t anding members of t he Connnittee about t11e activit ies carried 

out in the nuclear field an1l· in particular becAuse o:r illE~ny 1rho ~bstained 

in the deb at e and 'in the vo-~e. ~ention has been made of a lacl' of clarity .. 

end in thi s case the l eek o:~ the necessary consensus required in such 
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an important subject which is, after all, one of the basic subjects whi ch the 

United Nations is considering. There is not even agreerrent in a somewhat 

confused ~solution between the contents of the paragraphs 

themselves. For example, paragraph 3 does not even spell out what these 

ndetennined efforts" are to be. However, since Zcuador has subscril~ed to and 

ratified the Non-Prol.iferation Treaty (NFT), it "'auld have been in favour of 

operative paragraph 6. However, as a result of its lack of clarity it reaches 

very c~r£csing conclusions in the second part, when compared with the assertions 

in the first part. 

Therefore, to achieve that consensus and adopt a positive resolution on 

this important matter it would have been desirable to postpone the question 

at least until it had been discussed ~t the special session of the General 

Assembly to be devoted to disarmament. For that reason, and not because of 

the essence of the subject before us, my delegation has abstained from voting 

on the draft resolution. 

Mr. ULU9EVIK (Turkey)~ The· Turkish delegation voted in favour of 

draft resolution A/C.l/32/L.)/Rev.2 as amended by the delegation of 
Finland at the meeting this afternoon. Our positive vote is without 

prejudice to my Government's ppsition in connexion with the nuclear 

Non-Proliferation Treaty. 

Mr. CHAMPENOIS (Belgium) (interpretation from French): lt..y country 

voted for the draft resolution uhich has just· been adopted, but would like to 

avail itself of this opportunity to place on record its view concerning the 

physical protection of nuclear materials, a question which is currently being 

negotiated within the framework of the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA). 

Control must be a matter for the exclusive rAtional scvereignty of every 

State, and only inter.national transport of raw materials may be subject to 

international control. Those remarks apply in particular to the penultimate 

paragraph of the preamble. and to operative paragraph 10 of the draft resolution 

uhich has just been adopted. 
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~· ALVARADO CORn&~ (Nicaragua) (interpretation from Spanish): I~ 

delegation was unable to be present during the vote on this draft resolution. 

However, l·re are in favour o:: the draft resolution and therefore I vrould 

appreciate it if a notE;! wert~ made in the record of the vote we would have 

cast had I·Te been here. 

Mr. PINTO-BAZURCO :Peru) (interpretation from Spanish): My 

delegation feels that the d:~aft resolution upon which the Cornp1ittee has 

voted includes aspects that Bive rise to serious reservations. Some of them 

might even increase the imbalance in our efforts to avoid horizontal or 

even vertical proliferation .. setting forth imprecise, restrictive measures 

for the development of nuclnar l·reapons by countries that do not possess 

them, and it only contains a vague request in different terms for a cessation 

of the nuclear-weapons race. Efforts have been made to improve the text, 

but w·e have abstained from 'rating because even with the amendments the draft 

resolution which was voted upon is still out of balance, and that imbalance 

should have been corrected llefore it was put to the vote. 

Mrs. :BORODOHSKY JACHIEV!ICH (Cuba) (interpretation from Spanish): 

My delegation appreciates the str.enuous efforts made by the sponsors of 

draft resolution A/C.l/32/L.3/Rev.2. We are sure that the purpose in the 

minds of the sponsors was to try to avoid one of the most burning issues 

in the question of general Hnd complete disarmament, namely, nuclear 

proliferation. But in the C:raft resolution certain matters are reflected 

which it vrould have been. better to examine later, as the representative 

of Argentina pointed out. C!hat. is why, much against its will, my delegation 

did not participate in the ;·ote. 
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Mr . vJOI.ZFELD (Luxembourg) (interpretation f.rom French): My delegation 

unfor tunately was not pr esent when the vote was taken. 'I·herefore , I should 

like to point out that had ,.,e been present we '\-Tould have voted for the draft 

resolution, and I would ask th~ Chairman to ensure that my statement is noted 

in the records of the meeting. 

The CHAIR~wrn: The statements ~Bde by the representatives who were 

not present during the voting will be noted in t he record. 

I have no f).lrther spealrers in explanation of vote after the vote on the 

draft resolution . As no other delegation wishes to explain its vot~ , I 

declare ccnsidera t ion of the draft resolu~ion concl~ded . 

I would inform the Committee that Australia has become a sponsor of draft 

resolution A/C .l/32/1. 28. 

I now call on the Secretary of the Committee , who wishes to make a 

statement . 
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Mr. BANERJEE (Secretary of th~ Committee): the draft resolution 

contained in document A/C.l/32/1.29/Rev.l on 11Incendiary and Other Speci.fi.c 

Conventional Weapons which rray be the Subject of Prohibiti.ons or Restrictions of Use 

for Humanitarian Reasons 11
, agenda item 38, remains to be adopted. This draft 

resolution which was circulated on Friday 18 November has financial implications 

1-1hich are being considered by the Secretariat in the light of clarifications vlhich 

have just been received by the sponsors of the draft resolution. 

It is hoped that the financial implications will be ready on Thursday 

24 November, and, of course, the Committee will be able to take up the 

resolution at any subsequent date. 

The CHAIRMAN: The Committee will consider the remaining draft 

resolutions, namely, A/C.l/32/1.29/Rev.l and A/C.l/32/1.28 on Friday morning. 

Tomorrow, the Committee will continue its consideration of the agenda items 

relating to outer space. 

'rhe meeting rose at 5.15 p.m. 




